We de ne a canonical basis of the q-deformed Fock space representation of the a ne Lie algebra b gl n . We conjecture that the entries of the transition matrix between this basis and the natural basis of the Fock space are q-analogues of decomposition numbers of the v-Schur algebras for v specialized to a nth root of unity.
Introduction
The Fock space representation F of b sl n is not irreducible. Its decomposition into simple b sl nmodules is given by 3] (1) where p(k) denotes the number of partitions of k. Hence it is not obvious to apply Kashiwara's or Lusztig's method to de ne a canonical basis of F.
In this note, we shall rather regard F as a representation of the enlarged algebra b gl n . Indeed, F is a simple b gl n -module, and a q-deformation F q of this representation has been described in 11]. One can then de ne a natural semi-linear involution v ! v commuting with the action of the lowering operators of F q and leaving invariant its highest weight vector. Using this involution, one obtains in an elementary way a canonical basis fG( )g of F q . This basis can be computed explicitely. It would be interesting to compare it with the canonical basis obtained via a geometric approach by Ginzburg, Reshetikhin and Vasserot 7] .
By restriction to U q ( b sl n ), the space F q decomposes similarly as
where M q ( ) denotes the simple U q ( b sl n )-module with highest weight . The G( ) indexed by n-regular partitions coincide with the elements of Kashiwara's global crystal basis of the basic representation M( 0 ). But we insist that the rest of our basis is not compatible with the decomposition (2).
We conjecture that for q = 1, the coe cients of the transition matrix of our canonical basis on the natural basis of the Fock space are equal to the decomposition numbers of v-Schur algebras over a eld of characteristic 0 at a n-th root of unity. A previous conjecture 12, 13] on decomposition matrices of Hecke algebras having been recently established by Ariki and by Grojnowski, we already know that the columns of the transition matrix indexed by n-regular n ) on F q is centralized by a Heisenberg algebra H q n . Let U be the subalgebra of End(F q ) generated by these actions of U q ( b sl n ) and H q n (it would be interesting to compare U with the standard q-deformation U q ( b gl n ) considered in 5, 7] ). The Fock space is an irreducible U-module, and the canonical basis constructed in this paper will be adapted to this representation.
The Fock space representation of U q ( b sl n ) can be described as follows (note that our conventions are slightly di erent from those of 17] and 11]). Let
be the Q(q) vector space with basis j i indexed by the set of all partitions. Let and be two partitions such that is obtained from by adding a node of residue i. Let I i ( ) be the number of indent i-nodes of , R i ( ) the number of its removable i-nodes, I l i ( ; ) (resp. R l i ( ; )) the number of indent i-nodes (resp. of removable i-nodes) situated to the left of ( not included), and similarly, let I r i ( ; ) and R r i ( ; ) be the corresponding numbers for nodes located on the right of . Set 
The action of H q n in the bosonic picture is better described in terms of other operators U k ; V k 2 U(H q n ) 14]. Recall that for k > 0, B ?k is a q-analogue of multiplication by p kn = p k (t n 1 ; t n 2 ; : : :) = n (p k ), where n is the ring homomorphism raising the variables to the nth 
be the q-analogue of the multiplication operator by n (h k ). Then, V k j i = X q ?h( = ) j i (8) where the sum is over all partitions such that = is a horizontal n-ribbon strip of weight k, The scalar product on F q is de ned by h j i = . The adjoint operator U k of V k acts by U k j i = X q ?h( = ) j i (9) where the sum is over all partitions such that = is a horizontal n-ribbon strip of weight k. Identifying 
Then, the image f n q (g )g of any basis fg g of symmetric functions will be a basis of the space of U q ( b sl n )-highest weight vectors in F q . where the denote the entries of the inverse Kostka matrix. Hence, using (8) , one can describe the action of S on Young diagrams.
The operator S is a q-analogue of the multiplication by the plethysm n (s ) in the ring of symmetric functions.
Let be a partition such that 0 is n-singular. We can write = + n where n = (n 1 ; n 2 ; : : :) and 0 is n-regular. Finally, we note the following combinatorial description of some polynomials e (q) in the case n = 2, which proves that they are equal (up to sign and the replacement of q by q ?2 ) to the q-analogues of Littlewood-Richardson coe cients introduced in 2]. where Yam 2 ( ; ) denotes the set of Yamanouchi domino tableaux of shape and weight , and " 2 ( ) is the 2-sign of .
